Introduction
Investigations into potential immune correlates of rotavirus (RV) protection have focused on those relating to local mucosal immune responses (secretory immunoglobulin A [IgA] ) and systemic responses including total serum IgA, total serum IgG and neutralizing activity. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Consequently, secretory IgA is currently considered to be the most acceptable laboratory parameter as a measure of immune responsiveness to RV vaccines, and is generally used as a measure of seroconversion in clinical trials. 1, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] Studies of natural RV infection and vaccine trials indicate an association between the detection of serum RV antibody and protection, however, no correlate of efficacy has been validated. 1, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] Rotarix™ (GlaxoSmithKline [GSK] Vaccines) is an attenuated human RV (RV1) vaccine, currently licensed in over 115 countries and offers protection against RV gastroenteritis (RVGE) hospitalisation and RVGE of any severity due to multiple circulating RV strains. 12, 13 This paper presents two analyses which aim to investigate the predictive value of post RV1 vaccination serum IgA concentrations from seropositive subjects (antibody concentration ≥20 U/mL) on vaccine efficacy (VE) against RV disease. In the course of the clinical development of RV1, the serum IgA assay has been clinical trials of the human rotavirus vaccine Rotarix™ (RV1) have demonstrated significant reductions in severe rotavirus gastroenteritis (RVGe) in children worldwide. however, no correlate of vaccine efficacy (Ve) has yet been established. This paper presents 2 analyses which aimed to investigate whether serum anti-RV Iga measured by eLIsa 1 or 2 mo post-vaccination can serve as a correlate of efficacy against RVGe: (1) In a large Phase III efficacy trial (Rota-037), the Prentice criteria for surrogate endpoints was applied to anti-RV Iga seropositivity 1 mo post-vaccination. These criteria determine whether a significant vaccine group effect can be predicted from the surrogate, namely seropositivity (anti-RV Iga concentration >20 U/mL); (2) among other GsK-sponsored RV1 Ve studies, 8 studies which assessed immunogenicity at 1 or 2 mo post-vaccination in all or a sub-cohort of enrolled subjects and had at least 10 RVGe episodes were included in a meta-analysis to measure the regression between clinical Ve and Ve predicted from immunogenicity (Ve1). In Rota-037, anti-RV Iga seropositivity post-vaccination was associated with a lower incidence of any or severe RVGe, however, the proportion of vaccine group effect explained by seropositivity was only 43.6% and 32.7% respectively. This low proportion was due to the vaccine group effect observed in seronegative subjects. In the meta-analysis, the slope of the regression between clinical Ve and Ve1 was statistically significant. These two independent analyses support the hypothesis that post-vaccination anti-RV Iga seropositivity (antibody concentration ≥20 U/mL) may serve as a useful correlate of efficacy in clinical trials of RV1 vaccines. modified, with limited impact on the range of concentrations below the assay cut-off. Therefore, the analyses presented in this paper were limited to data from seropositive subjects. The two analyses comprised: (1) applying the Prentice criteria 14 for surrogate endpoints to anti-RV IgA antibody concentrations ≥20 U/mL one month post-vaccination in a large Phase III efficacy trial (Rota-037), (2) a meta-analysis involving 8 RV1 VE studies to measure the correlation between clinical VE and VE predicted from immunogenicity (VEI) (i.e., 1 minus the relative risk of the seronegativity rate).
Results

Prentice criteria for surrogate endpoints in study Rota-037
In study Rota-037, subjects were allocated to a 3 dose RV1 vaccine group, a 2 dose RV1 vaccine/1 dose placebo group and a 3 dose placebo group according to a 1:1:1 randomization ratio. The study enrolled 4939 subjects, of which 4417 subjects comprised the efficacy according-to-protocol (ATP) cohort. Immunogenicity data one month post-dose 3 were missing for 317 subjects, thus 4100 subjects were included in the Prentice criteria analysis.
Since a correlate is expected to be independent of the number of doses and since the primary study objective was to show efficacy of the RV1 vaccine pooled group as compared with placebo, the Prentice criteria analysis was applied regardless of the number of RV1 vaccine doses i.e., using a pooled RV1 vaccine group and the placebo group.
The distribution of anti-RV-IgA antibody concentration one month post-vaccination for the 4100 subjects is summarized by group in Table 1 . The table presents also the total number and percentage of subjects reporting RVGE (any and severe) after the blood sample. The results suggest that: 1. In the RV1 vaccine group, anti-RV-IgA antibody concentrations ≥20 U/mL appear to be associated with a reduced risk of both any and severe RVGE. 2. In the placebo group, anti-RV-IgA antibody concentrations above 50 U/mL appear to be associated with a reduced risk of both any and severe RVGE. However the number of subjects with an anti-RV-IgA antibody concentration between [20-50] U/mL was limited to 52 (4%) subjects. 3. Anti-RV-IgA concentrations above 50 U/mL were associated with the same level of protection in both the RV1 vaccine and placebo groups; a lower RVGE incidence of both any and severe episode(s) was observed in both the RV1 vaccine and placebo groups. These observations are formalized using the Prentice criteria described in the method section and applied to the study as shown in Table 2 . Model 1 shows the statistical significance of the vaccine group effect; model 2 shows the statistical significance of seropositivity effect. Although the vaccine group effect in model 1 and seropositivity effect in model 2 are both associated with a P value below 0.0001, the seropositivity rate is more significant as shown by the larger log-likelihood ratio test. Model 3 shows the vaccine group effect for subjects when adjusting for the seropositivity status, and the seropositivity effect when adjusting for the vaccine group effect. The seropositivity effect appears to be stronger than the vaccine group effect, but this does not capture the full vaccine group effect. The proportion of vaccine group effect explained by seropositivity accounts for 43.6% and 32.7% of the vaccine group effect on any RVGE and severe RVGE, respectively. This low proportion of explained vaccine group effect is mainly due to the lower proportion of subjects reporting RVGE in the vaccine group as compared with the placebo group among seronegative subjects ( Table 1) . Accordingly, in this analysis seropositivity alone does not fully capture the vaccine group effect.
Meta-analysis to assess the correlation between immunogenicity and clinical efficacy Figure 1 presents the scatter plots of the observed relative risk of reporting RVGE (any and severe) in the vaccine group as compared with the placebo group (i.e., 1−VE) vs. the observed relative risk of the seronegativity rate (i.e., 1−VEI). Each dot represents a study with a horizontal line showing the 95% confidence interval (CI) around 1−VEI and a vertical line showing the 95% CI around 1-VE. The estimated regression line is shown as a black line (---) with numerical expression annotated.
In the absence of a predictive value of VEI for VE one would expect a horizontal estimated line. However, over 1 y follow up of any RVGE, the estimated regression line presents a slope that is statistically significantly different from 0 indicating a relationship between VE predicted from the seropositivity rate and clinical VE (Fig. 1A) . The regression line is generally above the dash line (-----) which represents an exact fit between VEI and VE (i.e., X = Y). This suggests that VEI may be an overestimation of the true efficacy against any RVGE over 1 y follow up. With respect to assessment of the predictive value of VEI for clinical VE against any RVGE reported within 2 y following vaccination, the separation of the regression line (VEI) above the dash line is greater than over 1 y indicating a larger over-estimation of the true VE against any RVGE ( Fig. 1B; Table S1 ).
The regression analyses associated with severe RVGE are presented in Figure 1C and D over a 1 y and 2 y follow-up, respectively. Again the estimated regression lines present a slope that is statistically significantly different from 0 indicating a relationship between VE predicted from the seropositivity rate and clinical VE. However, in this case the estimated regression line is below the dash line which represents an exact fit between VEI and VE. This suggests that VEI may be an under-estimation of the true efficacy against severe RVGE. The separation of the regression line (VEI) below the dash line is greater over 1 y than over 2 y indicating a larger under-estimation of the true VE against severe RVGE.
Sensitivity analysis excluding Rota-037 provided similar findings (data not shown).
A summary of results for VE and immunogenicity by study is provided in Table S1 .
Discussion
Clinical trials powered according to clinical efficacy endpoints are generally resource intensive, requiring large, long-term studies. A validated laboratory marker of clinical protection would provide a robust basis for extrapolation of clinical efficacy data derived in specific settings to other regions or populations. Clinical efficacy trials of the RV1 vaccine conducted in diverse settings have shown that vaccination significantly reduces the occurrence of RVGE caused by multiple circulating RV strains. 15 However, no immunological parameter has thus far been validated as a surrogate for efficacy. Two complementary analyses were performed to assess whether post-vaccination anti-RV serum IgA seropositivity can serve as a surrogate for vaccine efficacy.
In the first analysis, the Prentice criteria for surrogate endpoints and the proportion of vaccine group effect explained when applied to a Phase III efficacy trial (Rota-037) showed statistical evidence that seropositivity was associated with greater efficacy compared with seronegativity (as per the observed statistical significance of γ in model 3). However, it accounted for only 43.6% and 32.7% of the vaccine group effect on any RVGE and on severe RVGE respectively. Subjects enrolled to the Rota-037 study conducted in Malawi and South Africa had a relatively low seropositivity rate post RV1 vaccination among the studies in the RV1 clinical development plan, representing 64% of vaccinated subjects compared with other studies (Table S1B) . Therefore if the vaccine has a protective effect in seronegative subjects, the study represents a worst case scenario to assess the proportion of vaccine efficacy correlated with seropositivity rate. Indeed, a protective vaccine group effect in as much as 37% of vaccinated subjects could not be correlated with seropositivity due to the limitation of the assay to quantify immune responses below 20 U/mL. In a study presenting higher seropositivity rates post-vaccination, a higher proportion of vaccine group effect would be expected. Although such analyses could have been conducted in other studies, these would have been less powered compared with Rota-037, which involved the largest number of subjects with available seropositivity data post-vaccination.
The meta-analysis has the advantage to cover an extensive population in geographically diverse settings with different RV strain genotypes and length of follow-up. 16 To ensure the results were independent from the Rota-037 data used in the first analysis, a sensitivity analysis was performed excluding the study. This analysis provided further support to the analysis in Rota-037 whereby immunogenicity was shown to correlate with clinical efficacy. Similar results were obtained, as indicated by the slope of the estimated regression line being statistically significantly different from 0 indicating a relationship between VE predicted from the post-vaccination seropositivity rate and clinical VE. However, VEI likely overestimates the true efficacy against any RVGE, more so in the second compared with the first year of life, and underestimates the true efficacy against severe RVGE, more so in the first compared with the second year of life. An important assumption made in the meta-analysis was to consider that the immunogenicity sub-cohort used to assess VEI was representative of the efficacy cohort used to assess VE. In some studies, such as Rota-036, the immunogenicity sub-cohort represented less than 50% of the efficacy cohort. To ensure that the metaanalysis results were not biased by this assumption, clinical efficacy limited to the immunological sub-cohort was recomputed for these studies. Although the fact that there is no evidence of a difference is not proof of comparability, it was reassuring to N, Number of subjects with RV Iga in the concentration interval; n, Number of subjects with RV Iga in the concentration interval who reported RVGe; %, (n/N) x 100.
observe no evidence of a difference in VE for subjects included in the immunogenicity sub-cohort and for subjects not included in the immunogenicity sub-cohort.
In clinical trials of candidate RV vaccines, correlations between RV antibody titers and protection have been inconsistent. 6, 8, 15 The results of the analyses presented here support the hypothesis that serum anti-RV IgA antibodies correlate with efficacy and are very likely an important factor in the host defense mechanism, although probably only one of several effectors of protection. 9 Similar findings have recently been reported from an extensive review of available RV1 peer-reviewed articles and reports. 10 In conclusion, two different analyses indicate that postvaccination anti-RV IgA seropositivity (i.e., antibody concentration ≥20 U/mL) may serve as a useful correlate of efficacy in clinical trials of human RV vaccines.
Methods
Efficacy surveillance
All RV1 efficacy studies were randomized, double-blind, placebo controlled, Phase II/III, and compared 2 or 3 doses of RV1 vaccine to placebo with respect to the occurrence of RVGE (Table S2) .
12, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] In each study, healthy infants aged 6 to 14 weeks at first vaccination were enrolled. Study methodologies were consistent in terms of data collection, active surveillance for GE episodes and the collection and processing of samples: RVGE surveillance started either from first dose of study vaccine or 2 weeks after the last study vaccine dose. Surveillance ended when the subject was approximately 1 or 2 y of age dependent on the study (Table S2 ). The definitions of a GE episode and the procedures for data and biological sample collection have been described. 12, [24] [25] [26] [27] Clinical severity was assessed according to the 20-point Vesikari scale (<7 = mild, 7-10 = moderate, ≥11 = severe). 28 In studies Rota-023, Rota-024, and Rota-028/029/030, only severe RVGE was assessed; 12 in all other studies all severities of GE were recorded.
Analyses of stool samples collected during GE episodes were performed using validated procedures in a GSK laboratory or GSK validated laboratory. The presence of RV antigen was assessed using ELISA, either Rotaclone™, or an assay developed at the Cincinnati Children's Hospital previously used in RV vaccine trials.
29,30
Humoral response
In each RV1 efficacy study, post-vaccination blood samples were collected 1-2 mo after the last vaccination in all subjects or a sub-cohort of subjects. In the latter case, the study randomization was stratified for the sub-cohort and enrolment into the sub-cohort was contingent on obtaining informed consent and targeted sample size. Blood samples were tested for anti-RV IgA antibody using an ELISA assay with a cut-off of 20 U/mL. 31 Seropositivity was defined as anti-RV-IgA concentration ≥ 20 U/mL.
Statistical methods
Two statistical methods were used to investigate whether seropositivity measured one or two months post-vaccination can serve as a correlate of efficacy against RVGE:
Prentice criteria for surrogate endpoints in study Rota-037 The Prentice criteria were used in the Rota-037 study to determine whether anti-RV IgA seropositivity one month postvaccination can serve as a surrogate (i.e., predictor) of the occurrence of RVGE.
14 The 4 Prentice criteria to establish a surrogate endpoint are: 1. The vaccine group effect must be significantly associated with the occurrence of RVGE. This objective was achieved in Rota-037 study 17 and is presented below under model 1. 2. The vaccine group effect must be significantly associated with the surrogate i.e., anti-RV IgA seropositivity one month post-vaccination. This was achieved in the Rota-037 study. 17 3. The surrogate effect must be significantly associated with the occurrence of RVGE. This is presented below under model 2. 4. The surrogate effect on the occurrence of RVGE must capture the vaccine group effect. This is presented below under model 3. Results from criteria (1), (3), and (4) are presented in this paper using a logistic model for p, the probability of reporting RVGE after the one month post-vaccination blood sample: (model 1) Logit(p) = α + β × G; (model 2) Logit(p) = α + γ × C; (model 3) Logit(p) = α + β × G + γ × C; with G = 1 for subjects receiving the vaccine and 0 for subjects receiving placebo, with C = 1 for seropositive subjects and 0 for seronegative subjects.
Note that the fourth criterion requires that the vaccine group effect significance disappears in model 3 when the surrogate is accounted. However, this criterion is acknowledged as being too stringent and is unlikely to be satisfied completely. In practice, it is expected that a surrogate endpoint may explain part but not all the treatment effect. 32 As a result the proportion of explained vaccine group effect by the surrogate as proposed by Lin et al. 32 is also computed as These models were based on all subjects with anti-RV IgA results available one month post-vaccination and who belonged to the ATP cohort of efficacy, defined as all RV naive subjects with follow up beyond 2 weeks post final vaccination.
Meta-analysis to assess the correlation between immunogenicity and clinical efficacy
All GSK sponsored RV1 efficacy studies reported before 01 Dec 2011, for which immunogenicity at one or two months postvaccination were available, were a priori eligible for this metaanalysis (see Table S2 for the list of eligible studies). However, out of these, Rota-007 was excluded due to a low number of RVGEs. Therefore 8 studies contributed to the meta-analysis. Note that 3 of these studies, Rota-023, Rota-024, and Rota-028/029/030 only recorded severe RVGE. Therefore these studies were not included in the meta-analysis of any RVGE.
If seropositivity at one/two months post-vaccination is indicative of protection, one would expect that VE inferred from immunogenicity (VEI) would be correlated with clinical VE. In each study clinical VE and VEI were estimated as:
where P 1 and P 0 are the proportion of subjects reporting RVGE in the vaccine group and the placebo group, respectively. This was based on the ATP cohort for efficacy as defined for Rota-037.
where S+ 1 and S+ 0 are the proportion of seropositive subjects in the vaccine group and the placebo group, respectively. This was based on the ATP cohort for immunogenicity defined as all subjects who complied with the vaccination and blood sampling schedule, for whom immunogenicity data were available, and who had no RV other than vaccine strain in stool samples.
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